Présentation

Description

This seminar will deal with several interrelated themes and research questions relating to Irish Nationalism.

Objectifs

How can theories of nations help us understand and analyse the Irish national movement and its evolution?

- The use of History and historical science as an instrument of invention of the Irish nation

- The use of the insular geography of Ireland to justify the one nation-theory and anti-colonialism.

- The debate between liberal and romantic/organic conceptions of the Irish nation

The debate between cultural and political nationalist movements

- The debate between constitutional and physical force nationalism on the legitimacy of the Irish State post 1921

- The revisionist debates and the troubles in Northern Ireland

- The influence of European and global changes (diaspora) on nationalist ideology: has Irish nationalism turned into a form of post-nationalism?

Heures d'enseignement

De/Constructing the Irish nation et Conflicting cultures - TD 10h
De/Constructing the Irish nation et Conflicting cultures - CM 14h